Sold to the highest bidder

-ff.

Team continues dominance of St. Mary’s

A silent auction sponsored by the SJSU University
Club offers a variety of items for sale on campus

For the second time in a month the women’s team defeats North Bay rival
Ak
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Radio news silenced by budget shortfall
By John Besse
Daily staff writer

In response to the growing deficit
at SJSU, the budget axe has lopped
off an arm of the journalism department
the radio broadcasting
class that runs KSJS-FM Newsbreak, adviser Tom Lens said.
Journalism 165, radio-TV news
staff, consists of one class with two
instructors one for Update news
and one for Newsbreak.
The suspending of the radio portion of Journalism 165 will mean
that all broadcast majors will have
to take Update news, instead of
having a choice between the radio
and television concentrations as in
previous semesters, Letts said.
The radio program, which airs
four times a day, may be continued
next semester by radio journalism
feeder classes as a supplement to
its regular activities.
"We expect Newsbreak will stay
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til
on the sr Is
but we’re not sure yet." Letts said.
Letts added that some of the students counting on radio experience
were upset by the news that the
staff class will be cut.
Senior Sharon Wilkerson, who
was planning to focus on the radio
portion of the 165 class, said that
she will miss the radio production
work offered by Newsbreak.
"I’m not going to get the experience from radio that I was really
looking forward to," Wilkerson said.
Transferring to another school
that does offer radio production
experience is out of the question,
Wilkerson said. "I can’t afford
that" she explained.

Ethel Santiago, a senior in the
radio concentration part of the
class this semester said that cutting
Newsbreak is "a step in the wrong
direction."
Santiago is one of four students
on the radio staff this semester.
Class enrollment has been dropping for the past few years, Letts and
Santiago said, so cutting radio was
"a logical choice," Santiago added.
"That’s their logic," she added,
"it’s not our logic."
Journalism Adviser Bob Rucker
and Letts both said the cut is not
official, and will not be until June,
but Journalism and Mass Communications Chairman Ken Blase said
that the cut was definite.
"We can’t say officially yet,"
Letts said, "but I can’t see any way
(the course) can be maintained."
Letts, a part-time instructor, said
he is unsure if he will be laid-off.
"I have no doubt my work load

will be cut," he said. "The irony is
that I was anticipating my largest
staff since I have been here."
The lack of radio experience
will hurt future broadcast students,
as most broadcast employers prefer "marketable" people, Santiago
said. She added that radio experience helps television broadcast students, since radio relies on words
to create images for people.
"If you’re writing for radio it
makes you a better TV writer,"
Santiago said.
Newsbreak has been on the air
since about1974 when it was
called Newsbreak 91, according to
a book compiled by the faculty
about the department entitled "The
First Fifty Years."
Blase said the remaining courses
in the department are being considered for cutbacks, but that a list of
those to be suspended will not be
ready until April 18.
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Panel
You’re outta here!
discusses
gay
culture

asks for
campus
isusapro.ut
By

By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff wraer

While students all over campus
learned the standard civics lesson,
20 other history students learned
about everything fmm gay pornography in the 1950s to cross-dressing through the ages.
The second day of the Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance’s Pride
Week began with a presentation
called "What Your History Prof
Wouldn’t Ibll You" about the cultural history of homosexuality in
America.
See related GALA
Bill
Walker.
story
archivist for
Page 5
the Gay and
Lesbian Historical Society of
Northern California, spoke to a
group of about 20 in the Student
Union about his group’s efforts to
chronicle the sometimes touching,
often funny history of homosexual
culture.
"A key tool to subjugate people
is to remove their history. It’s a
prevalent tactic in totalitarian
regimes," Walker said.
Walker said the homosexual
community finds unity only when
negative causes, such as AIDS or
negative court decisions, force
them to rally together. He said a
common history is a much more
enduring rallying point.
The society was founded in
1985 and subsists on donations for
its materials as well as money for
upkeep of its facilities.
Walker presented a slide show
detailing the interior of the society’s facilities, as well as specific
items in its collection.
Featured were many of the
archives’ photographs, which
record the changing face of gay rights activism from a 1950s picket
to end job discrimination against
gays to a 1987 march on Washington, D.C. to protest the lack of federal AIDS -research funding.
Walker also showed a newspaper clipping from the 1930s speaking out against gay-bashing. Several San Francisco Chronicle articles
from the early 1950s referred to
the emerging gay community in
the city as "sexual deviates" and
linked their activities to juvenile
delinquency and the spread of drug
use.

The society is building complete
collections of early gay and lesbian
publications, including a 1950s
See GAI A , page 5
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Broadcast major Amy Belano waits for a cue from Ethel Santiago to
begin the Newsbreak broadcast. The show is due to be cut next fall.
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Chip Loves
Spartan’s shortstop Steve Anderson looks to the umpire to see if
he had succesfully thrown out Santa Clara’s Joe Flynn. Flynn
who attempted to steal 2nd base was gunned down by Spartan

ROTC fundraiser
to aid war memorial
Proceeds of shootout
at campus rifle range
to honor Vietnam vets
By Pamela Schatz
Daily staff writer

People who fire a handgun for
practice can help raise money this
week for a war memorial that honors SJSU alumni killed in Vietnam.
ROTC is holding this fundraiser
at the rifle range of MacQuarrie
Hall, Students who pay $2 can
shoot 10 rounds. Those three students with the top scores will be
awarded a plaque.
The proceeds will go toward a
war memorial for the throe alumni
who were killed in Vietnam.
"Currently there is nothing in
their memory. (We’re) looking to
put a stone by their chapel," said
Capt. James Paris, assistant professor of Military Science at SJSU.

Every year ROTC has a
fundraiser event. What makes this
year different is that the proceeds
are going to a cause, Paris said.
"Normally we dump the money
into the cadet fund. This year we
are shifting from that for the war
memorial," Paris said.
The guns are .22 -caliber handguns. Students will be shooting
real bullets from a 25 -yard range.
"Safety is a premium." ROTC
cadet Maxine Jacoby said.
There will be trained professionals there to teach people how to
use the gun safely and to make
sure everything runs smoothly.
Jacoby said.
"This is meant to be a fun learning experience." Jacoby said.
The stuxuing range is located in
the basement of MacQuarne Hall.
The University Police 1)epanment
also uses the range to train their
students. The fundraiser is scheduled for April 8 through12, front
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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catcher Charles Ilavel. SJSU lost to the Broncos 8-7 on an
Anthony Chavez wild pitch in the bottom of the 10th inning. The
loss evened 5.151"s record to 17-17. See story page 4.

After months of squabbling over
who would serve on the board, the
Human Relations Advisory Board
will go before the campus today
and ask how complaints could be
better handled.
In the first of a series of discussions entitled "Campus Dialogue,"
board members along with the
Ombudsman. EOP, Al liritiatie
Action, University Police and Student Affairs will ask for input on
how complaints arc dealt with and
how they could be better handled.
"There is little information on
campus on how complaints are
handled." said Samuel Henry, chair
of the board’s subcommittee on
Campus Dialogues and assistant
dean of Student Affairs. "The aim
is to open up dialogue about complaints and increase the level of
understanding of how they are handled."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
See BOARD, page S

Arnett defends his war coverage
in discussion at Stanford University
By Claudia Itrantkamp
Daily staff wader

Called a hero by some and
castigated as a traitor by others.
Peter Arnett became an instant
celebrity as the only journalist in
Baghdad to stay during the entire
operation of Dcsen Storm.
That celebrity has won him
praise for his bravery and criticism from detractors, charging
that he was willing to risk his
country’s defeat rather than curtail his search for the truth.
Thesday night, Arnett told the
story of his decision to stay in
Baghdad to cover the Persian
Gulf War story for CNN, and
then expressed he thoughts about
the public reaction to that coverage.
Under lire for stretching the
limits of the rules for war coverage and reporting on supposed
civilian casualties inflicted on
Iraq by the Allied Forces. Arnett

chance. When another corredefended his position.
"In Panama and Grenada the spondent asked him on the air
military were successful at keep- about tanks moving into civilian
ing the public from seeing any of areas, Arnett answered. "Rob, it
the dead. There has been a pat- I was allowed to answer what I
know about that. I’d be pulled
ient emerging since Vietnam
the Pentagon decides what gets off the air."
On another cx:casion, a coneprinted and when it gets printed
sixthdent asked Arnett what the
This is not acceptable," he said.
Arnett said that the Pentagon weather was like in Baghdad,
didn’t want anyone to see the and he responded. "It’s comfirst crucial moments of the war pletely overcast so there’s no
and what he called "the brutal bombing today."
Responding to General
stuff." "But people can handle
the truth, even in the time of Schwarzkopf’s criticism that
CNN’s airing of captured pilots
war," he said.
He claimed that he just hap- violated the Geneva Convention
pened to be in the right place at and aided and abetted the enemy.
the right time when the war Arnett said, "It’s unsettling that
broke out and that as a journalist Norman thinks the constitution
he had a responsibility to stay should be interpreted by public
opinion polls. A half a million
and cover it.
Iraqi censors limited much of young men were over there and
what Arnett could disclose in the the people had a right to kopis
stories he broadcast from Bagh- what was going on."
About CNN’s decision to Ali
dad, but he still managed to help
the allies whenever he got the
See A RNE7T, page 5
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EDITORIAL

Language should be in G.E.
CSU system has
The
decided to require
incoming freshman next
Fall to take two semesters of a
foreign language if they didn’t
do so in high school.
We feel that this move, while
not earthshaking since most
high schools require foreign
language anyway, aptly
symbolizes the cultural
diversity for which California is
known.
But it’s not enough.
Many monolingual students
who took the minimum amount
of foreign language in high
school have trouble
remembering much of what
they learned.
Therefore, we suggest that
two semesters of foreign
language be mandatory for
incoming freshmen, regardless
of how much they took in high
school.
Students who could prove
mastery of a language through

an equivalency test would be
considered exempt.
Language is another element
of the supposedly wellrounded, college-educated
individual. Foreign language
should be included in the G.E.
requirements.
By the year 2000, California is
projected to have a majority of
Spanish-speaking residents.
Those who can speak both
Spanish and English will then
have a distinct advantage over
their monolingual counterparts
in business and everyday life.
average person is not
Anlikely to remember
enough of his high
school Spanish class, five years
down the road, to do much
more than order a burrito.
If he or she brushes up in
college, where students are
generally more serious, the
results should sink deeper and
last longer.

Raul Dominguez

THE FUTURE IS HERE. WE ARE IT . . .
KEVIN WEIL

New chancellor one
nightmarish reality

Corrections and amplifications
Due to a reporter’s error, Monday’s
edition of the Spartan Daily stated the
wrong deadline date for Sheller house
bids. The correct deadline was April 5.
Also the photo caption for the Sheller
house wrongly stated that the house
was scheduled to be destroyed when it

is actually going to be renovated and
relocated to another site.
The Spartan Daily is committed to
accurate reporting. During the daily
production process, however, errors do
occur. Please submit corrections to
Angus Klein, executive editor,.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Rewriting the calendar
Editor,
I was very distressed to see so many
negative letters about the Academic
Senate’s
decision to decouple
Eastererspring break from the
Christian holiday. I, for one, applaud the
forthright, timely, and necessary
bureaucratic action.
Next, of course, the senate must address
the other blatantly discriminatory
religious holidays, but beyond that they
must now rectify a more insidious,
pervasive expression of church -state
collusion to which we are all subjected
daily.
Yes, you’ve guessed itthe names of
the days of the week! Flow can this state
run university so brazenly continue to
tacitly support and legitimize Norse and

Roman deities? Really! As a devout
atheist I’ve endured this outrage for too
damn long!
I demand that the university immediately
provide redress!
Henceforth, all oral and written
university business must be transacted on
days of the week designated as Oncday,
Twoday, Threeday. Fourday... Sevenday.
This demand is fair to both those of a
religious persuasion and those of us with
atheistic sensibilities.
I hope our representative Associated
Students members will address this urgent
matter at their next SundayerOneday
meeting.
Social Security #282-82-8282
(Formerly designated "Daniel Franks")
Senior
English

Am I dreaming?
Maybe it was the time change. Nope.
It’s more like a nightmare and would
someone please wake me up and turn
the lights on?
A black wind is swirling up the last
dried leaves and whisking them away
for good. And there’s this bear of a man
with almost a walrus -like mustache
pasted to his face, standing high above
me, finger pointed at me while his other
hand holds his hip.
Is it Saddam? Nope.
"No fear, young man," his deafening
voice echoes. "Your budget problems
are over.
"I have all the answers to salvaging
emergency financial problems. I’ve
done it before. I can do it again."
He’s wearing a blue sweatshirt with
the gold letters S.B. embossed on the
front.
"But what will the students think?" I
queried. "What will the faculty think?
Heck, what will Gail think?"
"They will be happy that the track
team was reinstated. They’ll be glad to
have their jobs back. They won’t ask
questions," he quickly replied.

His name is Scary Barry and he’s the
new CSU chancellor.
A one-time literature professor, turned
corporate professional, Barry Munitz is
supposed to bring stability to a dizzying
financial quandry. He’s facing a
massive budget shortfall for the CSU,
the result of the state’s need to solve its
budget problems by cutting away
education.
It’s a situation he’s been closely
related to before.
As vice chairman of Maxxam Inc.,
which owns Kaiser Aluminum and
Pacific Lumber Co., he stood by while
Northern California’s ancient redwood
forests were being sliced away at
breakneck speed.
The owner of Maxxam Inc. is Charles
Hurwitz. He’s a junk bond king who
sold these worthless fundraising paper
wads to finance a hostile takeover of
Pacific Lumber Co. which is currently
being challenged by numerous lawsuits.
When the junk bonds failed, a million
old redwoods cried out in pain.
Hurwitz’s solution to the looming
crisis? Step up the tree cutting, inflate
the price and pay off the bonds.

Spartan Dady

The largest unprotected stand of
ancient redwoods on the planet is the
3,000 acre plot in Humboldt County.
So what was Munitz’s role in all this?
Speculation abounds.
The likelyhood of him playing no part
in the junk bond activity exemplifies
reality about as much as Ronald Reagan
and Contragate. To save tax -payers,
including students, more money, I hope
he comes away a little cleaner.
You just can’t fight decisions based on
politics and economics. though.
Controversy or not, desperate times call
for desperate measures and the CSU
trustees sec Scary Barry as the
penultimate choice.
He’s a man chosen by trustees handpicked by former Gov. George
Deukmejian so he fits in with Gov. Pete
Wilson’s economic frame of mind.
Doubts about where his loyalties are,
education or politics, should be coarsing
through the trustees’ dreaming minds.
He’s a selection bound to give students
a real run for their money.
Images of money, the trees, a crazedHurwitz screeching with laughter, flash
rapidly by my closed eyelids. The blur
begins to melt away as my eyes begin to
open.
Through my partially lidded eyes, his
surreal figure is not dissolving into pale
hues of a crumbling image, giving me a
brief sigh of relief. It’s not a dream.
He’s real.
He’s the new CSU chancellor.
Kevin Weil is the Spartan Daily copy
chief. His column appears every
Wednesday.

CAMPUS VOICE - PAUL KRUG

ROTC homosexual discrimination policy intolerable to university life
Today, as you may or may not know, is a
National Day of Action against the
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC).
There has been a great deal of press
recently concerning the ROTC and the
issue of banning them from campus.
Many are wondering what it is all about.
Here’s what it is all about.
The ROTC is bad news, in my opinion.
They discriminate, pure and simple, no
ifs, ands or buts. The ROTC categorically
excludes gay, lesbian and bisexuals from
participating in its programs.
This national day of action was
coordinated to protest this discrimination.
It is also a protest against the Department
of Defense for its policy of barring from
military service all those who do not
adhere to a strict standard of exclusive

heterosexuality in their sexual practices.
Let’s face it. An individual is no less
capable of working in a military setting
because he/she sleeps with someone of
the same sex than an individual who
sleeps with someone of the opposite sex.
There is not one single government
conducted study that does not agree.
The argument presented by the ROTC
and the Department of Defense is
admittance of gay and lesbian individuals
into military service would be a detriment
to the morale of those already serving.
Give me a break.
What about the detriment to the morale
of society by perpetuating discrimination,
hatred and intolerance. The fact is that
there arc already gay and lesbian
individuals in the military. They just

cannot be open about their sexual
orientation. Gays and lesbians served
willingly and gladly in Operation Desert
Storm. And yet these individuals will be
discharged if and when their sexual
orientation comes out.
Does that sound just to you?
But there is also another consideration.
SISU has a policy of non-discrimination.
It was adopted to bring an end to racial
discrimination, sexual discrimination and
discrimination based on sexual orientation
on this campus. The exclusionary policy
of the ROTC is in blatant violation of this
policy. The two are incompatible.
Either the ROTC needs to be removed or
the university needs to abandon its nondiscrimination policy. We cannot and will
not allow the latter.

ROTC provides valuable benefits. It
provides financial assistance to many as
well as training and experience. We don’t
want to see the ROTC disappear per sc.
But these benefits should be available to
all students based on ability and merit.
Exclusion of any group is a detriment to
everyone. It used to be African -Americans
that were argued to be a detriment to the
morale of soldiers.
Women used to be thought of as unable
to perform the duties required in military
service. Today both perform admirably
and almost equally. Isn’t it time we all
realized how stupid and irrational
discrimination is?
Paul Krug is a senior majoring in
journalism.

The fact is that there are
already gay and lesbian
individuals in the military.
They just cannot be open
about their sexual
orientation. Gays and
lesbians served willingly and
gladly in Operation Desert
Storm. And yet these
individuals will be
discharged if and when their
sexual orientation comes
out.
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SpartaCuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10a.m
TODAY
SOCCER CLUB: Looking for a goalie for a
competellye women’s soccer team call 9783740
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony meeting. noon to 1 p m.. S U
Montalvo Room. call 247-4409
SJSU FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Weekly meeting. 530-10.45 pin S U Costanoan Room. call 924-7097
SJSU CLUB: Forum Can Democracies
Keep Secrets?. Kenneth Peter. Political Science. 1230-120 pm.. Woodward Room,
University Club, Eighth and San Salvador.
call 924-5559.
METEROLOGY DEPT: Seminar. 3-4:15
p.m ,call 924-5200
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch,
Exercise and Mental Health. 12-1.30 pm.
S U Pacheco Room call 924-5939
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Rev Drew Christiansen. Just War or Non -Violence: Evolu-

tion of Western Thought on War and
Peace. 12 30-1 20 pm WSH 109. call
298-0204
NAT’L PRESS PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION, STUDENT CHAPTER: Meeting
with Mercury News photographer Michael
Rondou, 730 p.m . S.U. Student Council
Chambers. call 924-3245.
ALERT.: Meeting. 6 p.m . E OP Tutorial
Center room 210. call 924-2591
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career options in physics, 1:30 p.m S.0
Almaden Rbom. call 924-6033. Law Information Day, 11 a.m.-3 p.m., S.U. Umunhum
Room, call 924-6033.
GALA PRIDE WEEK: Growing Up and
Coming Out producer Ken Swartz discusses his film after screening. 930-11
a.m.. S.0 Almaden Room. call 236-2002.
-On The Street Where I Live.’ mobile play
about AIDS by De Anza Colleges theater art
dept . 6 p.m . S U. Guadalupe Room. call
236-2002. GALA T-shirt Day, show your
pride by wearing a T-shirt with white on it
and blue pans. call 236-2002.
ALPAC: Nationwide protest of ROTC discriminatory policies, noon -1 p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room, call 236-2152
ASPB: -Kindergarten Cop: 6 and 9 p.m.,
Moms Dailey Auditorium. $2
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Islamic event Fasting for Ramadan, 730
pm.SU Pacifica Room. call 241-0850

Wildlife still harmed
by 1989 crude oil spill
ANCHORAGE. Alaska IAP)
teileral government said
Hi II, lust comprehensive epod
I Iii damage from the I i, \Mt
dlile/ disaster that the crude
two years ago continues to harm wildlife.
The report, filed in federal
court Monday. dropped the se. iccv surrounding estimates of
the long-term toll that were
It held because of lawsuits
apinst Exxon Corp. and the
state by governments. fisher ’’ii and native Alaskans.
I he I9 -page report is a summary of preliminary findings in
dozens of sx lentil-lc studies conducted since the tanker ran aground March 24. I9W). dumping 10.9 million gallons of oil
into Prince William Sound.
FA son spent 52.2 billion
cleaning up the spill. Four
Weeks ago it reached agreenwnt
on a SI billion settlement with
the U.S. giivenunent and the
state The setdenwnt still needs
approval front the Legislature
and a federal judge.
In recent nuitiths Exxon has

run a nationwide campaign presenting the sound as largely recovered from the spill.
But Mondays report said t
crude from the nation’s
oil spill contaminated sediment
330 feet below the surface, and
that contaminated clams and
other invertebrates continue to
affect marine mammals.
"There are indications that
iniury is continuing," said Paul
Genler of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
Gertler said the information
will help the public judge the
proposed settlement.
[’Axon officials in Alaska had
comment.
immediate
no
spokesman Joe Tucker said.
The report said the spill killed
up to half million birds - in, hiding several hundred bald eagles. several hundred thousand
inure chicks. up to 5.500 sea
otter, and 200 harbor seals. The
spill caused no v. idespread die off of fish or shellfish. hut its
long-term impact ma) sfill hc
serious, researchers found

DISCOUNTS

THURSDAY
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: General
meeting. 5.30 pm,S.0 A.S Chambers.
call 286-0512
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
VSA election. 10 am to 2 pm.in front of
Clark Library. call 554-8652
PRE-MED CLUB: Food drive Bring cans to
Duncan Hall
CAMPUS LEFT: STUDENTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY: Meeting at
830 pm SU Costanoan Room, call 2874596
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker. J Stockdale
of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
topic, Laser-induced Clustering in Gases
and Vapors. 1:30 p.m., Science Building
room 251. call A Garcia at 924-5244.
GALA PRIDE WEEK: Lunch for a Buck,
come loin GALA and meet members of our
community for a relaxed $1 lunch. 11:30
am 101.30 p.m., Barbecue Pit across from
SUREC. call 236-2002. Supervisor Carole
Migden, keynote address. 4:30-6 p.m., S.U.
Loma Prieta Room, reception with refreshments following, 6-7 p.m.. S U. Guadalupe
Room. call 236-2002.
ART DEPT STUDENT GALLERIES: Student exhibitions. MFA candidacy review. 10

a m to 4 p m Art Dept Student Galleries
call 924-4330
AMERICAN PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL SOCIETY: Meeting. 7
p m, S.U. Guadalupe Room. call Tami De.
Merritt 223-6419
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: Meeting with
special speaker. 4 pm SU Almaden
Room, call 996-9728
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Reentry support group. noon -1 30 pm ADM
201. call 924-5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Resume I. 1230 p.m.. S.0 Almaden Room
call 924-6033.
UNIVERSITY DANCE THEATRE: Dance
91. 8 p.m.. SJSU Theatre, call Luba Markoff
at 924-4551
BULWER-LYTTON ENGLISH UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY: Prof. Aldon Neilsen
1 30
presents The Death of Literature.
pm. Faculty Office room 104. call Michael
at 971-9307.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Yom Hashoah
Holocaust Memorial Day event. noon, Spartan Memorial Chapel. Another event at 7
p.m., A.S. Council chambers, call Achna at
971-4418
SJSU KARATE CLUB: Last and mandatory
meeting before April 13 tournament 730
p m Old Wrestling Room. call Shiny at 9247954

20%
30%
40%
50%

Monday marked the start of the first
Pride Week, sponsored by the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance,
which hopes to open closets, eyes
and minds.

WASHINGTON (API - Americans would be healthier if they ate
legumes, fruit or vegetables instead of meat as the main course.
says a group trying to get the government to change its dietary recommendations.
Meat could still be eaten, but
more as a garnish or flavoring than
centerpiece of the meal. the Physicians Committee for Responsible
Medicine said Monday at a news
conference to kick off its lobbying
campaign.
The committee wants the Agriculture Department to change the
food groups it recommends that
people eat dads from meat. dairy.
fruits and vegetables and bread and
;teals to whole grains. vegetables, legumes and fruit.
Farm and food industry officials
opposed the proposal.
Dr. Neal Barnard. president of
the physicians group, said the traditional food groups have led to
oserconsumption of protein and
lat.Meat and dairy are high in
these components that also has e
been associated vv, ith cancer. heart
disease, obesity. diabetes and osteoporosis. he said.
"Perhaps we have come to accept that half of all Americans will
die of heart attacks, one-third of

cancer and that many of our older
citizens will he debilitated by
stroke,- said Barnard.
Many of these diseases are rare
or unknown in the Third World
where meals typically center
around fruit, vegetables and grain
rather than meat, said Dr. Denis
Burkitt, discoverer of the causes
and cure for Burkitt’s Lymphoma.
a childhood cancer, who has done
extensive research in Africa.
Typically, as a country gets
more affluent, it begins to consume more meat. In the United
States, half of American agriculture is devoted to livestock, which
includes dairy production.
Dr. Oliver Alabaster, director of
the Institute for Disease Prevention
at George Washington University.
said that during World War II.
meat was nearly unavailable in
Britain.
The result was a dramatic decline, in heart disease,’ he said.
But. he said. when the war ended
and meat became available again.
the rate of heart disease increased
The proposed change in dietaiv
guidelines brought quick negative
reaction from a former agriculture
secretary and the nation’s largest
farm organization.
"The last thing we need to do is

FRIDAY
CLUB MARKHAM: Modern Art Markham
Hall. 8 p.m call 924-8169

RADICAL REALITY-CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Worship service, bible
study and fellowship, 7 30 p m . Duncan Hall
room 135 call Brad at (415) 948-0822

SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: International
folk dancing, beginner-intermediate nonpartner, 8-9 p.m teaching. 9-1030 pm requests, SPX-89, call Mildred at 293-1302
Ed at 287-6369 or Andy at 927-9501

GALA PRIDE WEEK: Pink Triangles a
film about preludice against gays and lesbians from both a historical and contemporary
perspective. noon -1 30 pm SU Costanoan Room call 236-2002

do something as radical as what
was suggested today.- said John
Block, agriculture secretary under
President Reagan and now president of the National Wholesale
Grocers’ Association.
He said the meat industry has responded to concerns about fat and
cholesterol by raising leaner pork

The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance
of San Jose State University
presents

S.F. SUPERVISOR

CAROLE MIGDEN
Pride Week s keynote speaker will address our community s
political agenda for the up -and -coming-out gay 90 s
Thursday Apr.ili
a 30pm till 6 00 pm
Slur:lent Union Loma Priela Room
Reception to follow everyone welcome

The Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance and
Staff for Individual Rights of San Jose State University
present

TERRACE
DANCE II
Join us for the closing celebration of Pride Week,

PULITZER PRIZE WINNING

WORLD
NEWS

For Information
Call 14081241-0850

A r. PIRc>c;RAAA BOARD PRESENTS

Need a Mac at Midnight?

and beef and trimming more of the
fat from cuts sold in grocery
stores.
Block said the Agriculture Department takes extensive testimony
from nutritionists, scientists and
physicians before making any
changes in its dietary’ recommendations.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

Guest Speakers: Dr. Hussien Al Hussien
& Hamza Yusuf
Location: Student Union 2nd Floor Pacifica Room
Time: 7:30 PM Wednesday 4/10/91

SAN 1051 (e1015)

- National Weather
Service

The SJSU men’s and women’s judo
teams took first place at the
National Collegiate Championships
in New Jersey on Saturday.

or

OPEN FORUM

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
?974O7

Sunny skies with light
winds coming from the
northwest. Highs in the
70s and lows in the 40s.

000e-oolay Apr’’’’
i per loll I am
SJSU Spartan Comptes womer, oGyrn
53 clonation at the door
and over ID or college ID
Wheelchair access
For more information cat 236 2002
Funded in part by the Associated Students

Join Us in Breaking The Fast and
Taste A Variety Of MUSLIM Food

UNIVERSITY ART’S

Thursday’s forecast

About 200 students
? from four East
San Jose high schools participated
in the second Asian Recruitment
Day on campus.

RAMADAN

YESI [VI RYI iliNG IS AT LEAST 20%.
Off I API I I RAMINGI DRAFTINGI
xct PIING ALREADY DISCOUNIEDIIEMS
CASH, CHECK, NASA & MASTER CARD

Sunny skies with light
winds coming from the
northwest. Highs in the
70s and lows in the 40s.

Group says people should eat less meat

Muslim Student Association Cordially Invites All
Students and Faculty to Observe The Islamic Event

EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

31OPAGFSI

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
VSA election. 10 am to 2 pm in front of
Clark Library. call 554-8652

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday. YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

WEDNESDAY NITE CINEMA’
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Women’s tennis team nets Bay Area rival St. Mary’s 6-3
By Claudia Brankamp
Daily staff writer

MORAGA - - The SJSU women’s tennis team beat St. Mary’s in
Moraga for the second time in a
month.
SJSU is currently eighth in the
Big West Conference and the St.
Mary’s Gaels are 10th in the West
Coast Conference. Spartan assistant coach Mark Mc Gushin felt
that the teams were pretty evenly
matched. still SJSU’s team won

both matches 6-3.
"St. Mary’s two top girls are
pretty tough to beat," Mc Gushin
said. "During the last tournament
against them, Stacy Turpen beat
Julie Williams and Heather Reif
beat Flor Cadigal. Most of our
matches are pretty competitive."
He said that the Spartans mixedup the line up this time to give all
of the players a chance to experience different competitors.
’Five or six of the girls are al-

most interchangable talent-wise so
we can change things around," he
said.
"Patty Cornelius, Lyn Cadigal.
and Julie Williams have all been

ple around.
In Tuesday’s match. St. Mary’s

In doubles action. SJSU’s Fire
Cadigal-Tisha Hirashi lost to Stacy
top seed Stacy Turpen beat Lyn Turpen-Kim Brodie 4-6, 6-7.
Cadigal 6-0, 6-0. SJSU’s Patty SJSU won the other doubles
Cornelius heat Heather Reif 6-1, 6- matches with Cornelius-Williams
Mark Mc Gushin, 2. Spartan Julie Williams beat Kim heating Alberto-Reif 7-6. 6-1 and
Spartan assistant coach Boxlie 6-2. 6-3 and SJSU’s Flor Lyn Cadigal-Leslie Ruiz heating
Cadigal lost a tie-breaker with Schade-Hoyt 6-3. 6-2.
No. 1 seeds to face different types Nikki Golden 3-6, 6-7 (2-7).
Tuesday’s tournament was part
of competition. Asking freshman SJSU’s Tisha Hiraishi beat Amy
Julie Williams to be No. 1 all year Blaisdell 7-5. 6-3 and Spartan Col- of the Volvo Tennis Collegiate Seis a little too demanding. We re- leen Gleason beat Christine Schade ries of the Intercollegiate Tennis
( ’oaches Association.
lieve a little stress by moving peo- 6-0, 6-2.

’Five or six of the girls are almost interchangable
talent-wise so we can change things around.’

SJSU lets baseball, Injuries take toll in U.S. loss to Russian team
game skip away
comeback in the bottom of the
seventh against Chavez. Mark
Louis slammed a 3-run homer to
SANTA CLARA SJSU
cut the lead to 7-6. The Broncos
blew a pair of four run leads added the tying run in the botTuesday, losing 8-7 to Santa tom of the eighth inning.
Clara University at Buck Shaw
Both teams went scoreless in
Stadium on a wild pitch by An- the ninth, but in the bottom of
thony Chavez in the bottom of the 10th Santa Clara loaded the
the 10th inning.
bases with one out. It appeared
The Spartans had leads of 5-1 Chavez would get out of trouble
and 7-3 before the Broncos’ when he induced Mike Helm
comeback continued a recent into a fielders choice ground
slide. The loss drops SJSU to ball for the second out of the in17- I 7 overall. The Spartans ning.
have now lost fOur of their last
But with Louis at the plate.
five games.
Chavez unleashed a pitch which
Santa Clara, on the other glanced off catcher Charles Hahand, won its sixth straight vel’s glove. scoring Howie
game and improved to 23-16.
Kennedy from third with the
The Spartans broke a 1-1 tic winning run. Chavez dropped to
with four runs in the top of the 2-4 with the loss. John Hennelly
fourth inning. The big blow was improved his record to 3-3 in
a single by shortstop Steve An- picking up the win.
derson which drove in two runs.
For SJSU. Ken Henderson
Santa Clara cut the SJSU lead went 3-for-4 with a pair of runs
to 5-3 with a pair of runs in the scored. For the Broncos, Louis
bottom of the fifth inning. But had two hits and four RBIs.
SJSU answered with single runs
Mike Dotson started for SJSU
in the sixth and seventh innings.
Center fielder Matt Winton, re- and despite the early 5-1 lead.
placing injured Jason Bugg. couldn’t get out of the fifth incontributed a home run in the ning. He left after surrendering
consecutive RBI doubles in the
sixth.
Santa Clara started
its inning and the score 5-3.
By Jim Johnson

Daily staff writer

Wong Daily

staff photographe

Tim McInery, a member of the klpha Tau Omega fraternity.
competes in the first lit sss im meet of the season.

Greeks swim for sports trophy
50 meter breast stroke. One selected was swimming."
The winner of the meet was
Some wore hot pink shorts, oth- Sigma (’hi. 294 points. 1 I points
ers had tight swim trunks, still ahead of second place Kappa
more put on a tight swimming cap Sigma. Theta Chi finished third
and eye goggles. Others sat in with 255 points and fourth place
chairs holding stop-watches to was given to Alpha Tau Omega
time SJSU’s fraternity men as they with 197. according to Bob Roseswam against each other at the nau. Intra-fraternity Sports Director.
Spartan Swim Center on Monday.
As many as 16 swinimers com"It’s the first year we have had peted in each event. The Spartan
it," said Eric Hladilek, organizer Swim Center roped off eight lanes
of the swim meet and a member of at the south end of the pool and
Alpha Tau Omega. "We have a events were held in heats. Time
really good turnout. There are 10 determined the winners. A first
place in a medley brought 40
fraternities here. he said.
Although the swim meet is new. points to the winning fraternity, in
fraternities have always competed a single stroke event. 20 points.
throughout the year for a trophy Swimmers placing 16th won one
awarded to the most sportive point.
The fraternity with the most
Greeks.
"This year we wanted to expand points won the swim meet, bringit to include more sports." said ing it one step closer to the s car Hladilek, who placed second in the end sports trophy.
By Faye Wells
Swim to the Daily

Associated Students

Open
Forum
Topic: A.S. Budget
Wednesday 3pm
at the A.S. Chambers
Student Union -Third Floor

a,

By Dave Ng
Special to the Daily
BERKELEY The
United
States women’s volleyball tour
made its Bay Area appearance Saturday night at Berkeley’s Harmon
Gym as part of a four match series
with the Soviet National Team.
The teams met earlier this week
in Arizona where the U.S. split the
first two matches. The U.S. won
the first in Tuscon, 16-14, 14-16,
10-15, 15-10, 15-13 and the Soviets won the second in Tempe, 1510, 15-9, 15-8.
The U.S. team began this tour
without the services of Tee Williams, one of its top outside hitters,
who was injured in a practice in
San Diego. Karen Kemner and
Elaina Oden. the top two players in
the first two meetings. were given
the night off in Berkeley, which
gave Janet Cobbs and Daiva Tomkus the opportunity to start.
The first game was close at first
with teams sharing five ties, but
the Soviets, behind the play of star
outside hitter Irina Smirnova, took
a 13-8 lead. At this point in the
match, the absence of Kemner and
Oden hurt the U.S. team - they
lost the game 15-9.
In the second game. the U.S.
team seemed to have answered
hack as it took an early 13-4 lead
behind the play of outside hitter
Tammy Liley. Liley had four of
her game high 27 kills to give the
U.S. the lead. But the Soviets
showed their composure and rattled ofT eight straight points to
bring the score to 13-12. Smirnova
leading the way.
With the U.S. up 14-12. the Soviets went to Smirnova and to the
surprise of the 3.600 fans, she was
blocked by Tomkus and Endicott.
two of the smallest players on the
U.S. squad. The U.S. went on to
win the second game 15-12.
The U.S. seemed to carry that
momentum in the third game, taking a 11-3 lead, but this time the
Soviets u)ok advantage of a bad
call and rallied off six straight
points.
The call was made on setter Lori
Endicott’s tip. Folliming the
game. U.S. head coach I ishevych
said, "It was a gutless call and the
worst call I’ve seen on this tour."

Ken Wong

Soviet outside hitter Elena Ovehinniko% a misses
a dig during the fourth game of a match with
After trading points and side outs, the game was tied at IS
After a Soviet sideout. they were
able to block the two U.S. kill attempts and won game three 17-15.
During the fourth game, a new
member of the 11.5. team became a
star. In her first five -game match
since joining the team in August.
Tomkus showed the Soviet team
and the crowd the depth of her
team.
Tomkus, a UCLA graduate, had
four kills and several key digs to
help the U.S. to a 8-7 lead. From
that point, former Stanford AllAmerican, Rev Wen. contributed
three of her 15 kills in a row to
give the U.S. a 13-10 lead. After a
4-I Soviet run. 1 :many I a ley
added two straight kills, giving the
S. the game. 16-14.
The Soviets then dominated

the U.S. National team in Berkeley. The
defeated the United Slates in five games.

game live taking a lead of X-4. Due
to international rules, which state
that the fifth game will have a
point -per-serve format. the lead
’.5 as too large tot the U.S.. losing
15-12.
After the game. coach Liskevych seemed proud or his team’s
et .fort.
"This was the best match we
played and one of the most intense.
competitive games." he said.
a, also impressed
ith the play of Tomkus. "She is
going it) be a really good player in
the future and (Saturday) was an
opportunity tor a player like that to
shine,’ he said.

in the second game by a close
score of 1-0.

The Spartan softball team vies to
work out some frustrations of late
as it hosts the 3-33 Broncos of
Santa Clara tonight at PAL Stadium.
The Spartans. 14-13 overall and
ranked 18th nationally. lost two
games on Sunday to the eighth
ranked Cat Bears. The losses made
it four games in a row without a
win for SJSU.
Game one Sunday saw Lisa
Wehren lose her fifth game of the
season in a 3-0 ettoit Leann
Vinery got her third los. t,t the year

On a positive note for the Spartans. senior second baseman Rot
Rios has 47 career sacrifices, tying
former shortstop Tiffany Cornelius’ 11987-901 career record.
Sophomore outfielder Noleana
Woodard is also in the SJSU record hooks with 42 career stolen
bases. She leads the team currently
with eight stolen bases this season.
Woodard also leads the team in career batting with a .339 average.
Junior shortstop Tracy Lopez
has hit safely in 20 out of the 25
games played this season and leads

By Susan Brown

EMEMBER
THE
HOLOCAUST

So% iris

kills and a team high lb digs. and
Tara Cross -Battle. the NCA A alltime kill leader with 2.637. added
71 kill. oi her ow n for the!’ s

The timid% were led by Si
nova who had 26 kills. The
was led by Liley’s 27 kills and I.
service aces. Janet Ciihhs addcd

Softball team looking for inspiration
Daily staff writer

Daily staff photographer

the team with .14 hits. Woodard
has hit safely in 15 of the last 17
games, and is working on a current
five game hitting streak.
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The Spartans are currently 7-5 in
the Big West Conterence, which
pots them in fourth place in the di% ision. They lead the overall se’ t.
with Santa Clara 17-5. ’Tonipl
game is at 6:00 pm at South Caw
pus.

IS ONE OF THESE EXAMS LURKING IN
YOUR FUTURE?

LSAT
G RE
GMAT

Join us on April 11th as we observe
"Yom Hashoah", Holocaust Memorial Day

12 P. M. Memorial Service
at the Spartan Memorial
7 P. M. Speaker and films
at the A. S. Council Chambers
For More Information Call Adina 971-4418
Co-Sponsored by the Campus Ministry
and the Jewish Student Union
Funded by the the Associated Students

BLOW IT AWAY!!!
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Call to attend a FM preview
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’Everyone should realize that getting an education is more than going to class,’

From page I
formed the board last semester in
response to a series of incidents
including the hanging of a
maroon-colored dummy in the an
quad which a group of visiting
high school students from Oakland
complained that it was racially
motivated. In the ensuing months,
the board’s most visible presence
has been its haggling over the
make-up of the board. More
specifically whether to include gay
and Jewish members.
Available at this first dialogue
will be a handout put together by
the subcommittee that details
where to get help if you have a
complaint, according to Judy
Rickard, member of the Dialogue
subcommittee and Marketing
Director of Continuing Education.
The extensive handout is based on
information from campus policies
and related offices on campuses,
Rickard said.

ARNETT

Samuel Henry,
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs

"If someone has a complaint
about sexual or racial discrimination on campus, the handout will
tell them where to go," Rickard
said.
The purpose of Campus Dialogues is to gather data from the
campus community so that the
board can make recommendations
to Fullerton, according to Henry.
Another purpose is to encourage
people to get more out of their
education by participating and
being aware.
"Everyone should realize that
getting an education is more than
going to class," Henry said.
The idea for having Campus
Dialogues was adapted from an
Eastern states’ concept of town
meetings where the community
gathers to discuss pertinent issues.
The concept was modified into
dialogues for this campus, according to Henry. The board would like
to see everyone in the campus
From page 1
magazine called "Homo Beat- community involved in the dialogues including students, staff,
niks."
The archives contain an exten- faculty, maintenance, clerical and
sive collection of drugstore paper- janitorial workers, Henry said.
Each topic presented in the
backs from the 1950s and 1960s.
Among the titles: "Abnormals series will include two sessions in
Anonymous," "Satin Chaps" and order to give more options to peoone novel about bisexuality called
"Gay Traders: The Trouble With
Swap is Where to Stop."
The archives also include gay
and lesbian literature, diaries of
gays and lesbians and ephemera By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff weter
recording gay social events
through the decades.
More and more of the conservaWhile much of the archives’ tive policymakers in Washington
material celebrated the gay -rights and Sacramento are popping up in
movement, Walker said he also the most unlikely places these days
tries to collect items that reflect on the front lines of the gay discrimination against gays, such pride movement.
as literature from the now -defunct
Yes. Virginia, there is such thing
Christian fundamentalist -political as a gay Republican. Stereotypes to
group, the Moral Majority.
the contrary were the target of a
The Historical Society is still in seminar Tuesday called, "Out of Our
it’s infancy, Walker said, but he Other Closet." The seminar, which
added that he hopes it will become drew only one audience member.
a centerstone of gay and lesbian was sponsored by Staff for Individupride in the future.
al Rights, a SJSU staff group that

pie with time conflicts and to provide the most accessibility possible, according to Rickard. The second session for today’s topic is
scheduled for Thursday at 6 p.m.
in Washington Square Hall.
The sessions will also be videotaped. The taping is primarily for
members of the board who are
unable to attend the dialogue,
although details for student access
are presently being worked out
with IRC, according to Henry.
Future topics for Campus Dialogue include "What Changes Will
Help Improve Racial and Ethnic
Understanding at SJSU?" which is
scheduled for later this month.
Other topics include Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Lifestyles, Minority
Community Perspectives and
Human Relations on Campus, The
Disabled Community, Aging, Age
Discrimination and the Campus,
Single Parenting and the Campus
and Re-entry Students and
Employees on Campus. The series
is scheduled to continue in the Fall
’91 semester.
lbday’s discussion is scheduled
to take place at noon in Room 189
of the Engineering Building.

GALA

From page I
film of captured pilots in Iraq,
Amett responded, "h was better
for people to see them and evaluate their health. If Saddam Hussein wants to play a public game,
I want to play too. Maybe those
pilots would have been killed if
we hadn’t played that game," he
said.
The credibility of his stories
censored by Iraqi "minders" was
a major concern to Arnett. "I
threatened to leave the country if
they couldn’t meet me half way
about what I could report."
Amett acknowledges that on a
few occasions during the war,
journalists in Saudi Arabia
breached the rules given to them
by the military to protect national
security.
Jeanette Glicksman Daily staff photographer
"Let’s fight the rules now, so
journalists won’t try to get around CNN Correspondent Peter Arnett displays a bag from a
them later. In conflict, that can bombed Iraqi baby formula plant during his speech at Stanford.
endanger your life," he said.
A group calling themselves sprouting out of Amett’s head resolved the problem of press
"Accuracy in the Media" has during one of his broadcasts. freedoms. Government censors
been picketing CNN and has According to Arnett, Senator constrained us in 1965 in Vietrenamed Arnett, "Baghdad Alan Simpson of Wyoming nam but since then the Pentagon
Pete," claiming he sought to accused him of being both a fas- has conceded that military
undermine the success of Desert cist sympathizer in Iraq and a secrets were not breached. CovStorm with his propaganda. One communist sympathizer in Viet- erage of Desert Storm was like a
return to the Dark Ages for jourviewer wrote to Arnett and told nam.
"We who cover wars have not nalism," he said.
him that he saw little green horns

Seminar addresses gay political misconceptions

rapher

si ets

addresses gay issues on campus.
"What we want people to understand is that the gay community is
not a monolith. Sexuality does not
determine a person’s politics," said
Martha O’Connell, vice-president
of the Santa Clara Log Cabin
Club, a branch of the national gay
republican organization.
"Most people assume when they
see the protests and marches that
all gays and lesbians are liberal
democrats. It’s not true," O’Connell said.
Representing the state Log Cabin
Club at the discussion was Louis

and
alleldcd

Bonsignore, a former aide of local
Congressman Tom Campbell (RPalo Alto). Bonsignore, an open
homosexual, was appointed by Gov.
Pete Wilson this week to head up
communications for the State and
Community Affairs Agency.
Bonsignore said that the face of
republican leadership has changed
as power is being transferred from
the evangelical right-wing to more
moderate leadership.
"I haven’t heard any anti -gay
statements out of Bush or Wilson,
but we definitely did from Reagan
and Deukmejian," he said.

to social issues, Bonsignore said,
which is why the battle for homosexual rights seems incompatible
with republican politics.
Kevin Johnson, a co-organizer
of SIR and a gay Democrat, said,
"I appreciate Log Cabin, because
they’re fighting for my rights within a party I wouldn’t otherwise
have access to."
Bonsignore summed up, saying,
"We can’t surrender the process to
homophobes. The fight can’t be
won by just one party, so the
answer lies with moderate and
conservative gay Republicans."

The Log Cabin Clubs are
focussing on specific legislation in
the state Assembly and Senate,
O’Connell and Bonsignore said,
particularly Assembly Bill 101.
The bill would add the words
"sexual orientation" to the state’s
Fair Employment and Housing Act.
Log Cabin plans to lobby Republicans in the Assembly to win support.
"No Republican is going to listen to a liberal. You don’t present
the enemy when you need a
friend," O’Connell said.
Most people think that the
democratic party is more friendly
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University Club offers exotic
items during Silent Auction

New essay
collection
degrades
women

Club sees slow
progress, extends
closing date

By Claudia Bramkamp

By Claudia Itranikamp

Daily staff writer

Daily staff writer

Dinosaurs are not extinctthey
are alive and well and publishing
every month a collection of essays
they call: ’The World and I A
Chronicle of Our Changing
Times."
Readers should be forewarned to
set their mindsets back 40 or 50

Micronesian art, local theater
passes, and a three-day stay at Pine
Mountain Lake are just a few of
the items up for hid at the Silent
Auction sponsored by the SJSU
University Club.
A minimum hid of $30 can purchase such exotic items as baskets
made by hand in the Marshall Islands from pandanus palm leaves
decorated with cowrie shells, an
oil painting on canvas from Bali,
or two original hand-woxen wall
hangings from Micronesia.
A minimum bid of $40 could
buy two passes good for 12 adniksi.ins each to um% iCs playing at
Camera one. Cameia ’Duce. and

BOOK
REVIEW
cars het Aire attempting to relate to
the views expressed in this publication and its nostalgic look at by gone days when men were men
and women stayed at home pregnant and barefoot.
The special theme of the April
issue, according to editor and publisher Morton Kaplan. deals with
the role of women in the developed
world. He claims in his editorial
that women are being seduced out
of their rightful place in the kitchen
by the extreme elements of the
women’s movement in pursuit of
transient rootless ego satisfaction"
and that the country is going to
Hell in a handhasket because of it.
Kaplan longs for the good old
days before American workers expected anything more than a paycheck for their eflirts and "when
the assembly-line worker found
satisfaction in his job because it
permitted him to put food on the
table, and not because his work
was inherently rewarding."
Kaplan’s editorial, like many of
the articles it precedes. seems to
espouse the notion that the needs
of society would hest he met if everybody knew their righful place
and was content to stay there. He
cited evolution as the reason that

Photo reprinted from The World and I

The World and I
A Chronicle of Our Changing Times’ takes
a look at the division of roles for women in society.
men should he breadwinners and defeat in a just and popular war
women nurturers, completely ig- against a brutal totalitarian regime
noring the tact that it takes two rather than curtail their search for
paychecks to decently support a the truth.
family these days.
In an article about the changing
But to he fair much of the infor- Popularity of films. writer Richard
mation provided in this collection Grenier laments the decline of
of essays was both interesting and Stallone and Eastwood movies of
informatixe as lom2 ;is the subject the Reagan years "where the specmatter stayed ass a I rom politics. tator is called on to identify with
The Food, Travel. Film. An and characters far braver and more enDance sections prils ided colorful terprising than himself but whose
and lively discussions and pictures attitude toward the world is self-reof current trends in those subjects. liant."
hut a slender thread of male chauGreiner claims that these movies
vinism wove through many of the have been replaced by "women’s
articles, ruining them.
movies" like "Ghost". "Pretty.
If you can get past the blatant Woman. and "Home Alone."
sexism in many of the articles. where he claims "sonic benevolent
then all you have left to contend agency comes from beyond the
with is the right-wing politics. One grave or from a benign suspension
article touts the preservation of ot the way the world usually
prosperity through suppl- side CCI,- works
nomics and another article casti’The World and I" can he
gates the American press for sup- found at newsstands everywhere
posedly "risking the country’s and sells tor $10.

A minimum bid 4,100
can purchase such
exotic items as baskets
made by hand in the
Alarshall Islands from
pandanus palm leaves
decorated with cowrie
shells.

Hillary Schaltt Daily stall

photographer

Simon Dominguez. associate dean of social work, stops to look at
the items displayed at the l’ni%ersity Cluh’s first silent auction.
to promote special functions of the
club such as lectures, receptions.
book talks and political forums.

notified.

According to Damn!. the linixersitx Club, located on the comer
This year for the first time, the of Last San Sal’, ador amid South
club is conducting a silent auction Fighth streets, is oxxned and operas a fundraiser. and people can do- ated fix its members and is open to
nate objects then designate a mini- all full-time and part -nine memmum hid the club will accept for bers of the SJSU faculty and staff.
each item.
Members who are eligible to
Join can have $20 a month deitem
to
bid
on
an
Those wishing
ducted from their paychecks and
can visit the club, which is open
lit of’ that money is returned in
from 11:30 am to 1:30 p.m. every
food service credit toward lunches,
weekday, and view the items. and
%khich are served daily at the club.
leave their name, phone number
The club also reins rooms on the
and hid with the item. On April 25,
all bidding will close and the high- second Boor of the club for lix ing
iist bidders for each kelt) s1 IIk and off ice

xvite. Theaters.
For a minimum hid of $150. a
three bedroom condominium "just
steps away from a golf course, tennis, swimming, and boating located 25 miles from Yosemite at
Pine Mountain Lake is available
for a three-day, two-night stay.
So far, bidding at the silent auction has been pretty quiet, according to organi/er Adnan Daoud. associate dean of the school of social
science. Ile said that the purpose
of the auction was to raise inone!*
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CHINESE CUISINE - - Mop To (;(
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisiiie
Box Lunches To Go
Open Daily
Lunch and Dinner
11 30 9 00pm
Catering Available
Closed Mondays
294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
(", Blocks N lrth if canta Clara Between 3rd and 4th Sir.

"I’d Like to Talk to You

"When I was
7 years old,
I wanted to
work here."

About Your Drinking."
hwy. h.\
’Iriss of ’86

Nursing Students
An Invitation to
El Camino Hospital
Wednesday, April 17,
from 4 - 6 pm
All Nursing Students Welcome
Special Giveaways

Fun and games without the alcohol:
CARS ON DISPLAY provided by Lucas Dealerships and Raines Chevrolet
FREE ALTERNATIVE BEVERAGES provided by Black Mountain Spring Water
INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES from AAA. State Farm and Farmers
FREE PRIZES from Budweiser
FREE PASSES AND GIFT CERTIFICATES provided by nightclubs arid restaurants

Wed. April 17 and Thurs. April 18
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
ART QUAD
Sponsored by the Spartan Daily

Take it from I )ebbie Perry. San Jose State
University is giving you the high-quality
education r pu deed to join a top facility
like El ( arriinollospital. And now you can
learn more about the. new graduate nursing program at this nationally recognized
facility during a special invitational event.
You’ll meet talented preceptors and staff
development instructors who are here to
make your transition into a clinical setting
a truly comfortable and enjoyable experience. ’they are the focal point behind our

A

special 8-week oriel dation preigram. You’ll
attend classes together. You’ll work together. And after the program is complete.
staff development instnictors will continue
to help you gain confklence through
hands-on assistance, continuing education
units and self-instruction modules. It’s all
part of the El (’amino commitment to new
graduates.
Join us and you’ll even have a chance to
win some great prizes. We’ll be holding a
special raffle and all attendees are eligible
Giveaways Include 4 high-quality stethoscojws, a cordless !Alone and a color TV.
H Camino has year-round openings In a
varkly of nursing specialities. So as you
make plans for the future. plan to be at
El Camino Hospital on Wednesday, April
17, from 4-6 pm in the Cafeteria. To R.S.V.P.
or find out more about El Camino Hospital,
call (415)940-7222 and ask for Molly. We
are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

El Camino Hospital
A Golden Opixo-lunity

I

